
Unrestrained sales
at Aldershot
Duncan Campbell writes: The British Army
has just started its biennial two week festival.
The opening shots were fired at Army Equip-
ment Exhibition 1978, which opened on Mon-
day at Aldershot. The exhibition is morbidly
bizarre; one of the odder features is that,
perhaps unlike every other military lobby,
those participating have no clear rationale
about what they are doing - or why.
The international sale of armaments from

Britain - much of it nationalised and the rest
under an acceptable ministerial umbrella - now
goes by the popular euphemism of 'defence
sales'. A 400-strong department organises such
festivities as BAEE78. Their front man during
Monday's press conference was Major-General
Beech, Master General of the Ordnance. He
fell to the first googly at the press conference,
when supporters of the Campaign against the
Arms Trade made the obvious comments on
the unpleasant and awkward juxtaposition of
the United Nations Special Session on Disarma-
ment and the Army Exhibition.
The General did not seem to have any great

faith in the immense good of defence sales.
'We're all children of our time. We should be
seen in the light of that by our successors.'
The contradictions were problems for the
government and not for him. Save for alleged
savings in a few items in the UK defence
budget, he had little to profer in defence of
himself and his colleagues.
Prime Minister Callaghan, on a recent visit

to UNSSD, has urged 'restraint'. The Defence
Sales Organisation is anything but restrained.
In terms of visiting generals and suchlike; the
show is' larger than ever. The official list of
visitors is confidential, but details are circu-
lated to exhibitors. The list of visiting officials
from overseas is vastly longer than for the
previous (and first) Army show in 1976. Some
900 places are allocated to almost 90 countries
- a dramatic increase.
South Africa and its satellites, Chile, the

Warsaw Pact and friends like Angola, Mozam-
.bique and Afghanistan are obviously banned.
But many other nasty South Americans who
did not appear in 1976 are here now - although
it is impossible to discover"whether by accident
or design.
From perusal of the rest of the list, covering.

almost every third and forth rate power around
the globe, its seems that British restraint in
arms selling amounts to dragging virtually
every defence attache in London to the show
if no-one else is willing or able to come. What
exactly is the Sultan of. Oman's Director of
Royal Music Band, or the Bahamas High
Commissioner seeking to find? Not to mention
twelve officers from Qatar who must represent
a sizeable proportion of the emirate's officer
corps.
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